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Introduction: Until recently, the SNC meteorites 

represented the only source of information about mar-

tian igneous chemistry [1]. This changed with the Mars 

Exploration Rovers, which have analyzed basalts on 

the surface of Mars in Gusev Crater and Meridiani 

Planum [2, 3]. Compared to the Martian meteorite bas-

alts, the basalts in Gusev Crater are thought to be much 

older (~3.65 vs. 1.0-0.17 Ga) [4, 5] and have distinctly 

different chemistries [6]. Because of the differences in 

basalt chemistry, we can constrain how the Martian 

mantle may have changed through time. 

Pressure-Temperature Estimates of Martian 

Basalt Genesis: Inverse Experimental Modeling Ap-

proach: Near-liquidus phase relations can show wheth-

er or not a basalt could be a primitive mantle derived 

liquid [7]. This approach has been applied to the Mar-

tian basalts: meteorites Yamato 980459 [8] and NWA 

1068 [9] and to the Adirondack-class basalt Humphrey 

analyzed on Mars at Gusev Crater [10, 11] and the 

Home Plate-class pyroclastic basalt Fastball [12]. 

Geochemical Modeling Approach: To estimate the 

pressures and temperatures of formation of calculated 

primary magmas, we can also use olivine-melt Mg-

exchange thermometry [13, 14] and silica activity in 

the melt barometry [14]. This approach has been ap-

plied to the Martian surface basalts in Gusev Crater 

and Bounce Rock in Meridiani Panum [15]. 
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Figure 1. Temperatures and pressures calculated for primitive 

magma compositions for basalts from Gusev Crater and Meridiani 

Planum [15]. Experimental results for the olivine-orthopyroxene 

multiple saturation pressure for Fastball, Humphrey, Yamato 

980459 (Y98) and NWA 1068 are shown [8-12]. Also shown for 

reference, by the dashed line, is the solidus of Martian mantle and, 

by solid line, the mantle adiabat [15]. 

Results: Figure 1 shows the estimates of pressures 

and temperatures of basalt genesis for surface basalts 

and meteorites based on the experimental and geo-

chemical modeling results. The experimental results for 

meteorite Yamato 980459 show a multiple saturation 

of the melt with olivine and a low-calcium pyroxene at 

1.2 GPa and 1540 ± 10 °C [8], suggesting that the me-

teorite represents a primary melt that separated from its 

mantle source at a depth of ~100 km. The geochemical 

modeling results [15] for surface basalts from Gusev 

Crater show a range in pressure-temperature of for-

mation from 1-2 GPa and 1300-1525°C consistent with 

experimental results on the Home Plate basalt Fastball 

[12]. Bounce Rock in Meridiani planum shows a P-T 

of formation of 0.6 GPa and 1410°C.  

Implications: The Gusev Basalts and Bounce Rock 

are both thought to be Noachian in age (4.5-3.6 Ga) 

based on geomorphology and crater counting [5, 16] 

and give the same range in mantle potential tempera-

tures (1445 ± 80 °C and 1475 ± 15 °C [15]) and initial 

melting pressures (2.7-5 GPa and 4.0-4.6 GPa [15]); 

yet, these basalts were analyzed in different locations 

on the surface. This suggests that the average mantle 

potential temperature calculated (1450 ± 80 °C) for 

these basalts may represent a global average for the 

Martian mantle during the Noachian. If we compare 

our estimate of ancient Martian mantle potential tem-

perature with the terrestrial mantle potential tempera-

tures based on Archean komatiites [≥ 1700°C; [17]], 

we observe that the Martian mantle was actually signif-

icantly colder than the terrestrial mantle.  

The younger (472 ± 47 Ma for Y98; [18]) Martian 

meteorites suggest a hotter mantle potential tempera-

ture [8]. However, they may not represent a global es-

timate for the basaltic magmas on Mars and instead 

they may represent localized thermal anomalies [8, 14] 

similar to thermal anomalies (beneath ocean islands 

such as Hawaii) in the Earth [e.g., 13]. Future studies 

documenting basaltic compositions from relatively 

younger Martian surface of known locations will be 

necessary to evaluate secular cooling of the whole 

Martian mantle through time. 
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